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2804 
World banknotes, including Australia, ten dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (R.310b), five dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (R.218 [3]), 
cheque, Bank of Australia, 28.4.1899; China, Germany, 
Great Britain, Greece, Malaysia, Philippines, Poland, U.S.A. 
Good - uncirculated. (101)

$150

2805 
An accumulation of Indonesia, Thailand, Cambodia, JIM, 
French Pacific colonies, also U.S.A Federal Reserve dollars 
(7). Fair - uncirculated. (approx 200)

$100

Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm 

AUSTRALIAN  BANKNOTES

PRIVATE  BANK  ISSUES

2806*
Bank of Australia, share certificate for one hundred pounds 
sterg., No 2042, issued to Thomas de la Condamine 1st July 
1833, imprint S. Clayton Sct. printed in black ink on vellum 
by W.M.Moffitt. Good very fine and very rare.

$4,000

This bank was established by John Macarthur in 1826 with William Henry 
Mackenzie as cashier after an exclusive subscription of 1000 £100 shares. 
In it’s early years it was an aggressive competitor to the Bank of N.S.W.     
However, the bank failed during the banking crisis in 1843 because of heavy 
over-lending. (see MVR pp64-5)

2807*
The Federal Bank of Australia, specimen five pounds, 
Sydney 1st June 18, 00001/10000 serials, imprint Sands & 
Mcdougall. Engravers. Melbourne (MVR type 1) pencilled 
at top “July 15/82" perforated cancellation Specimen/B.W 
& Co./London. Virtually uncirculated and very rare.

$10,000

2808*
The Federal Bank of Australia Limited, specimen fifty 
pounds, Sydney, 1st June 18 -, No.00001/ No 02000 serials, 
imprint Sands & McDougal. engravers Melbourne (MVR 
type 1) pencilled at top “July 15/72” perforated cancellation 
Specimen B.W. & Co./London. Virtually uncirculated and 
very rare.

$15,000

2809*
Victoria District of Western Australia, Champion Bay 
Geraldton, one pound January 18-, unissued curency note 
form . Edges torn away, mounted onto backing paper 
otherwise very good and possibly unique.

$5,000

Ex Spink Australia Sale 5 (lot 214).
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2810*
(George Shenton), one pound, Perth, 18 -, unissued currency 
note form (MVR fig 29). Uncirculated.

$750

2811*
Geo. Watson, Rankine River, Northern Territory, S.A. via 
Camooweal five shillings uniface currency note, July 1st 
1919 (191 printed) rubber ink stamped Cancelled, imprint 
Watson, Ferguson & Co Ltd Brisbane signed by Geo. Watson 
in ink. A full note with some edge tears otherwise good fine 
and excessively rare.

$2,000

Only the second example to appear on the market (see sale 79, lot 2901 for 
the other). A third example is in the National Library of Austalia (ex John 
A. Ferguson) and is dated May 24th 1904, none of the survivors has serial 
no. (see CAB vol 8, no.11 Dec 2005 p68).

2812* 
Geo. Watson, The Rankine Store, Northern Territory via 
Camooweal, uniface currency note or cheque form for ten 
shillings drawn on the Bank of New South Wales, Cloncurry, 
no.811, April 16th 1920 (191 printed), crossed with rubber 
ink stamped Cancelled, signed Geo Watson, imprint Willmett 
Townsville, left side vignette encloses Wine and Spirit 
merchant. A full but damaged note from being folded and 
cellotape repaired otherwise very good, excessively rare and 
the only example seen.

$500

These forms first used on April 10th 1914 (see Australasian Coin & Banknote 
Magazine, Vol 8, no.11, Dec 2005, pp69-70).

2813*
Geo. Watson, The Rankine Store, Northern Territory via 
Camooweal, uniface currency note or cheque form for 
one pound stg., drawn on the Bank of New South Wales, 
Cloncurry, No.1452, April 20th 192(0) (191 printed) crossed 
Cancelled twice otherwise as previous, signed Geo. Watson 
in ink, imprint Willmett Townsville, left side vignette as 
previous. Top right corner missing, damaged and repaired 
with cellotape, fair, excessively rare and the only example 
we have seen.

$500

These forms were first used April 10th 1914 (See Australasian Coin & 
Banknote Magazine Vol 8, no.11, Dec 2005, pp69-70).

2814 
The Anglo-Australian Importing Company, Sydney, one 
pound one shilling store voucher in form of a note No A/1 
672358 February 9th 1910, pay 1065. Nearly extremely 
fine.

$100
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Presenting

AUSTRALIA’S FIRST
COMMONWEALTH
BANKNOTE

The origins of the first Commonwealth note issue can be found 
in the Australian Constitution, enacted at Westminster in 1900. 
Section 51 (xii) granted parliament the power to legislate with 
respect to ‘currency, coinage and legal tender’.

Support for Commonwealth paper currency began soon after 
federation. The existing system of private bank and Queensland 
Government issues was perceived as detrimental for a variety of 
reasons, including its impediment to the free flow of commerce 
due to cross-border exchange costs. Additionally, the banking 
crisis of 1902-3 saw many banks close their doors with a 
resultant depreciatory effect on paper. A bill proposed in 1907 
with the view to authorising a Commonwealth issue of notes 
‘payable on demand’ was dropped after confidential consultation 
with the banks raised unequivocal opposition. It was the Labor 
Prime Minister, Andrew Fisher, who revived the concept in a 
policy speech at Gympie, Queensland on 30 March 1909 and 
reported in The Argus the following day. In his address Fisher 
declared ‘The time has arrived when the Commonwealth should 
have a note issue of its own.’

To Fisher it was clear the Commonwealth required a stable 
paper currency to faciliate its economic growth.
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Labor’s victory in the election of 1910 delivered to the party 
a majority in both houses of Parliament and saw Australia’s 
(and the world’s) first majority federal Labor government. 
Fisher’s previous statement of policy was brought to action 
in the form of the Australian Notes Bill, which was read and 
debated in parliament following the election. Opponents were 
fuelled partly by the common perception of Labor’s naivety in 
matters of finance. An editorial in The Argus on 20 July 1910 
alleged ‘whenever Governments have issued paper money they 
have never known where to stop, and disaster has followed in 
every case.’ and described the ‘thirst for legal tender notes’ as 
‘alcoholism in the body politic’. The bad paper money of wild-
cat republics in Spanish-America, the Confederate States of 
America and the Romanov monarchy were all cited as historic 
precedents.

Despite opposition, the Australian Notes Act was proclaimed 
on 1 November 1910. The act banned state-issue currency and 
authorised the Treasury to issue Australian notes in denominations 
of 10s, £1, £5, £10 and any other multiple of ten pounds. An 
obligation to hold a gold reserve of not less than one fourth of the 
total value of issued notes was put upon the Treasury. Then, in 
order to force out existing currency, the Bank Notes Tax Act was 
assented on 10 October 1910 and stipulated a tax of ten percent 
per annum on private bank notes not redeemed. The strength of 
the measure coupled with the Commonwealth’s unpreparedness 
to effectively circulate a currency issue meant proclamation was 
deferred until 11 July 1911.  

The first ‘Australian notes’ circulated on 1 December 1910 were 
not original designs but rather Government superscriptions 
printed on private bank forms. The denominations of sixteen 
different private banking institutions were used resulting in 
dozens of varieties. As an aside, it is a curiosity that the Government 
relied heavily on private banks to circulate its own legal tender issue, 
and in doing so sought to destroy the banks’ existing currency.

Prior to the introduction of Superscribes, however, planning 
was already underway for original design banknotes. A public 
competition for designs was announced in the Commonwealth 
of Australia Gazette on 5 November 1910. Despite several 
winning entries being selected and prizes of £50 paid, none 
were deemed suitable and the task was contracted to the world-
renowned engravers Bradbury Wilkinson & Co of London. 
The selected location of physical infrastructure for printing 
and storing banknotes was King’s Warehouse, Flinders Street 
Extension, Melbourne. Preparation, including the installation 
of machinery and security devices, was carried out during the 
years that followed.

A ceremony to commemorate the first distinct Commonwealth 
issue took place at King’s Warehouse at 3.00pm on 1 May 1913. 
The gathering included many of Australia’s most eminent public 
figures, including Governor General Denman and family, Prime 
Minister Andrew Fisher, Minister for Customs (Mr. Tudor), 
Acting Post-Master-General (Senator Findley), Vice-President of 
the Executive Council (Senator McGregor), Melbourne’s Lord 
Mayor (Mr Matthews) and Governor of the Commonwealth 
Bank (Mr Denison Miller). Several members of the press and a 
photographer were also present to record the historic moment. 
Once the printing process had been demonstrated and a batch 
of ten shillings notes prepared, the task of numbering the notes 
by machine-press was handed over to the assembly. Governor-
General Denman’s young daughter Judith was given the honour 
of numbering the first note, pulling the lever and impressing the 
red serial M000001. The note was then presented to little Miss 
Denman by the Prime Minister.

Approximately equal to a day’s wages, ten shilling was a 
generous souvenir, even for the privileged Judith. To this day, the 
note is found together with an envelope inked ‘Judith’s 10/-’. 

AUSTRALIA’S FIRST COMMONWEALTH BANKNOTE
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2815*
Ten shillings, Collins/Allen (1913) M000001, red serial numbers with prefix M (R.1a, Vort-Ronald 
1a, Nicholson 1-ii), printed 1st May 1913, presentation note to Hon Judith Denman. The first 
Australian Commonwealth banknote and thus of incalculable value. Nearly uncirculated.

$1,200,000

Ex Judith Denman, daughter of the Governor General, presented by Prime Minister Andrew Fisher. With original envelope 
and Sydney Morning Herald article 1st February 2000 referring to sale for $1 million.
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2816*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 723845A (R.3b). A 
full note with good colour, considerable handling otherwise 
fine or better. 

$2,500

2817*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/35 808242 (R.5). Nearly 
extremely fine and rare in this condition.

$5,000

2818*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/41 343788 (R.5). Pin-
hole top left corner otherwise very fine. 

$2,500

2819*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/70 343454 
(R.7). Nearly extremely fine.

$4,500

2820*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/76 704518 
(R.7). Cleaned otherwise good very fine and dark brown 
main print.

$3,000

2821 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/80 944892 
(R.7). Four mm tear at top centre otherwise very fine with 
good colour.

$500

2822 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw  (1928) A/60 562168 
(R.7). Toned and flattened otherwise fine.

$200

2823 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/72 076896 
(R.7) . Flattened of heavy vertical folds otherwise fine/very 
good.

$270

2824 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/39 525868 (R.8b) 
thin signature. Very good. 

$400

2825*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/O 049932 (R.9). 
Crisp original body, a few signs of handling otherwise nearly 
extremely fine and rare in this condition. 

$6,000

2826 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/10 907739 (R.9); 
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/57 507879 (R.13 ); Coombs/
Wilson (1952) A/91 720556 (R.150. Fair - fine. (3) 

$100
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2827*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/35 143952 (R.10). 
Flattened and cleaned otherwise good fine. 

$600

2828 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/28 341141 (R.10). 
Pressed of heavy vertical folds otherwise fine.

$270

2829 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/68 700647 (R.10). 
Vertical folds, stains on back otherwise fine. 

$200

2830 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/66 028641 (R.10). 
Cleaned otherwise very good.

$150

2831 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/45 220695 (R.10). 
Bottom margin nearly trimmed away, cleaned otherwise 
nearly very fine.

$100

2832*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/95 304711 (R.11). 
Good very fine/very fine.

$500

2833 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/90 509204 (R.11). 
Pin holes otherwise good very fine.

$400

2834 
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/96 759008 (R.11). 
Nearly fine.

$100

2835*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/58 160811/2 
(R.12) consecutive pair. Flat, nearly uncirculated. (2) 

$1,500

2836 
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/90 702891 
(R.12). Extremely fine/nearly extremely fine.

$200

2837 
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/87 463951 
(R.12). Nearly extremely fine.

$200

2838 
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/29 906645 
(R.12). Nearly very fine.

$100

2839 
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/78, F/15, F/21 
and F/22 prefixes (R.12). The last with rust spots, otherwise 
cleaned fine or better. (4)

$150

2840*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/1 348525 
(R.13). Uncirculated.

$700
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2841*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/66 857331/2 
(R.13) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$600

2842 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/25 701602 
(R.13). Flattened, good extremely fine.

$100

2843 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/24 927846 
(R.13); Coombs/Wilson (1954) AF/07 927413 (R.16). Good 
extremely fine; nearly uncirculated. (2)

$300

2844 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/25, 64, 83, 
95, G/74 prefixes (R.13). Generally cleaned and flattened 
otherwise very fine - nearly extremely fine. (5)

$250

2845 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/38 264 328 
(R.13). Autographed  “Don Bradman/S.C.G 48” across 
watermark window. Good fine. 

$40

2846 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) (R.13 [2]), 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.15 [2]). Very good - good fine. 
(4)

$120

2847*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/72 981132/3 (R.14) 
consecutive pair. Flat, virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$600

2848 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/22, 24, 40 and 62 
prefixes (R.14). Cleaned and flattened otherwise good very 
fine - nearly extremely fine. (4)

$200

2849 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) G/85 305496 (R.14). 
With three folds, very fine.

$100

2850*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/98 058411/2 (R.15) 
consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$600

2851 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/78 304572 (R.15). 
Flat nearly uncirculated.

$600

2852 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/16 065803 (R.15), 
(1960) AG/61 026525 (R.17). Extremely fine; nearly 
uncirculated. (2)

$120

2853 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/13, 17, 22, and 24 
prefixes (R.15). Cleaned and flattened otherwise nearly very 
fine - nearly extremely fine. (4)

$200

2854 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/44 (R.15) (1961) AG/
80 and a washed out note showing only serials and signatures 
AH/08 974725 note has shrunk slightly in processing (?). 
Very fine; extremely fine; very good. (3)

$50

2855 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AE/75, 37, 85 prefixes 
(R.16). Flattened otherwise extremely fine or better. (4)

$150
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2856*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AE/30 000001 (R.16) 
serial number one of AE/30 prefix. Top edge tear otherwise 
fine and rare. 

$200

2857 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/10 974426/7 
(R.16) consecutive pair; (1961) AH/03 142126/7 (R.17) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (4) 

$450

2858 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/39 995989/90 
(R.17) consecutive pair. Good extremely fine. (2) 

$100

2859 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/05 (3), 07, 41, 
53 and 60 prefixes (R.17). Cleaned and flattened nearly 
extremely fine - good extremely fine. (7)

$240

2860 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AF31, AG/35(2), 56, 
64 and 84 prefixes (R.17). Cleaned and flattened, very fine 
- good extremely fine. (6)

$200

2861 
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to five pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.12, 13, 30a(3), 31, 32, 46, 50). 
Nearly very fine - good very fine. (9) 

$240

2862 
Ten shillings to ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938-40) 
(R12, 29, 45, 58). Very good - fine. (4) 

$240

2863 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to one pound, 
Coombs/Wilson (1953) (R.13, 16, 30a, 33). Very fine - good 
extremely fine. (4) 

$120

2864 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.13, 14, 15, 17, 30a, 34b, 60, 
62, 63) also a War Savings Certificate for one pound 6/3/44. 
Fine - very fine. (10) 

$150

2865 
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.13, 16, 17 (3) 30b (2), 31, 33, 
34b, 47, 49, 50(2), 60, 63). Fair - fine. (16) 

$150

2866 
Ten shillings to ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952-1961) 
(R.16, 32, 33, 34b, 50, 63). Very fine - extremely fine. (6) 

$150

2867 
Ten shillings, one pound and ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson 
(1953-61) all overprinted specimen in red diagonally both 
sides to copy official type (R17 (AH/04 814882), R33 (HA/
67 163749), R63(2) (WA/37 859549, WA/44 334783). The 
last two only very fine, the others good extremely fine. (4) 

$300

2868 
Ten shillings to ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1953-1961) 
(R.17, 33, 50, 63). Also twenty dollars Fraser/Evans (1994) 
first issue in folder, New Zealand ten dollars and Fiji two 
dollars Millenium issue notes in folders and world Expo 88 
two and five dollars souvenirs and a set of 1964 coins (3). 
Fair - uncirculated. (12)

$60

2869 
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) to ten dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.17(2), 33, 77(2), 78 (2 singles & 
run of 20) 87(2), 303, 310a pair plus 1999 First day of issue 
stamps 1st Nov and three World War II medals, (WM, DM, 
NZSM). Fair - uncirculated. (36)

$120

2870*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No T 153140 (R.18b). 
Long tear along fold on left otherwise good colour and very 
good, very rare. 

$1,000

2871*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) 162913R (R.18d). 
Flattened of quarter folds otherwise a full good very fine 
and rare in this condition.

$8,500
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2872*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) A 037093 C (R.18e). Good 
fine and rare in this condition.

$3,000

2873*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) A 344168U (R.21). 
Good very fine and rare in this condition. 

$4,000

2874 
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) D 597491M (R.21). 
Good. 

$80

2875*
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/24 830808 (R.23a). 
Pin hole (worm?) otherwise good fine. 

$2,000

2876 
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) H/90 345119 (R.25). 
Very good. 

$200

2877*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/8 023400 (R.26). 
Extremely fine.

$900

2878*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/37 776473 (R.26). 
Nearly extremely fine/good very fine.

$700

2879 
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/25 938548 (R.26). 
Cleaned, flattened, slight staining on back otherwise crisp 
very fine.

$270

2880 
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/25 449449 (R.26). 
Flattened otherwise very fine. 

$270

2881 
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/96 314042 (R.26). 
Nearly very fine.

$300

2882 
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/9 012127, K/8 
066680 (R.26). 6mm tear into left margin otherwise very 
fine, the first good fine. (2)

$250

2883*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/81 423056 (R.27a) 
thick signature. Extremely fine and rare, especially in this 
condition.

$7,000
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2884*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K80 800501 (R.27a) 
thick signature. Very fine.

$2,000

2885*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/80 965 620 (R.27a) 
thick signature. Two pin-holes otherwise good fine.

$1,500

2886 
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/87 970322 (R.27b). 
Frail corners otherwise good fine.

$150

2887*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/72 995060 (R.28). 
Nearly uncirculated.

$2,000

2888*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/42 684928 (R.28). 
Toned, nearly extremely fine.

$900

2889 
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/60 764636 (R.28). 
Pressed of centrefold otherwise good very fine/ very fine.

$500

2890 
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/92 507562 (R.28). 
Good very fine/very fine. 

$320

2891 
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/14 535852 (R.28). 
Good very fine/very fine. 

$300

2892 
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/40 195874 (R.28). 
Folds, creases and pin holes, good fine.

$100

2893 
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/17 518746; N/O 
606420 (R.28). Top edge tear otherwise fine; tiny tear and 
stain otherwise very fine. (2)

$200

2894 
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.28, 29, 31, 34b). The first cleaned and flattened, 
otherwise nearly fine - nearly extremely fine. (4)

$150

2895*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) N/76 794017/8 
(R.29) consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$2,000

2896 
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/66 317072 (R.29). 
Good very fine.

$200

2897 
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/40 464538 (R.29); 
Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/03 and HK/34b). Very fine - 
nearly extremely fine. (3)

$120
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2898*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) P/91 451965/6 
(R.30a) consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2) 

$400

2899 
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/3, 76 prefixes 
(R.30b).Fine - extremely fine. (5)

$150

2900*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/93620195/6 
(R.30b) consecutive pair. Flat, virtually uncirculated. (2)

$800

2901*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/61019677/9 
(R.30b) three consecutive notes. Light centrefold otherwise 
nearly uncirculated. (3) 

$1,000

2902*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/42 159778/9 
(R.30b) consecutive pair. Flattened, nearly uncirculated. 
(2) 

$350

2903 
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/4 277520 
(R.30b); Coombs/Wilson (1953) HB/57 874453, HB/
81223317 (R.33) (1961) HK/52 840454 (R.34b). Extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (4)

$300

2904*
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) 1/89 843048/9 (R.31) 
consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$600

2905 
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) 1/20 110165 (R.31); 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/87 414629; X/34 245255 (R.32). 
Extremely fine; nearly extremely fine; cleaned very fine. (3)

$100

2906 
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) (R.31 [2]), Coombs/
Wilson (1952) (R.32 [2]), (1953) (R.33 [2]), (1961) (R.34a 
[5]) includes a consecutive pair. Very good - good very fine. 
(11)

$200
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2907*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/9 377133/4 (R.32) 
consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$550

2908*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/95822614/5 (R.32) 
consecutive pair. Good extremely fine. (23) 

$500

2909 
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) HB/77 884919 - 920 
consecutive pair, HB/77 887557 (R.32). Nearly extremely 
fine - extremely fine. (3)

$200

Lot 2910

2910*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HB/39 069231/3 (R.33) 
three consecutive notes. Crisp uncirculated. (3)

$750

2911*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HE/16 728949 (R.33) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$400

2912 
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/00 250480 (R33) 
first serial prefix; (1961) HI/99 ; HK/14, 56 (R.34b). The 
first dirty, flattened otherwise good fine and scarce, others 
flattend nearly extremely fine. (4)

$270

2913 
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/52 980689/90 
(R.34a); HJ/00 855283/4 (R.34b); consecutive pair of each. 
Uncirculated. (4) 

$500

2914*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK 197297/300 (R.34b) 
four consecutive notes. Flattened of centrefold otherwise 
nearly uncirculated. (4)

$400

2915 
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HH/64 312303/4 
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Centrefold nearly uncirculated. 
(2) 

$270
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2916 
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/03 484376/7 
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Centre band rust stain otherwise 
crisp uncirculated. (2)

$100

2917 
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HH/31 813441 (R.34a) 
HJ/65 743137 (R.34b). Extremely fine. (2) 

$150

2918 
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/48 265509 
(R.26); Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/68 792924 (R.28); Five 
pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/46 499832 (R.46). 
The first with corner holes otherwise bvery good - nearly 
fine. 93)

$120

2919 
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/99 077111 
(R.30b). five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/27 
236826 (R.45). Good very fine; toned nearly fine. (2) 

$100

2920 
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.30a, 46(2), 50, 63). Very good 
- very fine. (5) 

$100

2921 
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/15 377773 “radar 
note”; ten shillings, Armitage/MacFarlane (1942) F/96 
582091, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/76 616419 (R.32, 13, 
17). Fine - good fine. (3) 

$70

2922 
One and Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) HK/177192 
(R.341) TC/90 511604 (R.50). Crisp, virtually uncirculated. 
(2)

$300

2923*
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1914) 073025V (R.36c). Good 
very fine and very rare in this condition, one of the finest 
known.

$25,000

2924*
Five pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) U148404 H (R.37b). 
Many folds and creases, slight thinning on bottom edge 
otherwise nearly fine.

$3,000

2925*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924) Q/5 326906 (R.38a). Rust 
spot, flattened otherwise very good.

$1,500

2926*
Five pounds, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) Q/9 2600264 (R.39). 
A crisp full bodied note, nearly uncirculated and very rare 
in this condition, one of the finest known.

$25,000
This is the consecutive note to the Keith Deutsher Collection specimen (lot 
50) sold by Max Stern & Co in Melbourne in 1977.

2927*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/22 297283 
(R.42). Good very fine.

$3,500
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2928*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/20 575617 
(R.42). Very fine.

$3,000

2929 
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/17 798563 
(R.42). Flattened of folds and trimmed, nearly very fine.

$2,000

2930 
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/23151396 
(R.42). Very good. 

$600

2931*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/5 498612 (R.44a) 
pink face. Flattened otherwise good extremely fine and rare 
thus.

$6,000

2932*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/3 356350 (R.44a) 
pink face. Good very fine.

$3,000

2933*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/6 965782 (R.44a) 
pink face. Cleaned to a strong white, flattened otherwise 
good very fine with uncirculated appearence.

$3,000

2934*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/2 480820 (R.44a) 
pink face. Good fine. 

$1,000

2935*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/17 348288 (R.44b) 
white face. Nearly extremely fine.

$5,000

2936*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/18 824401 (R.44b) 
white face. Slightly toning otherwise good very fine.

$2,000

2937 
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/31 944645 
(R.45). Flattened of folds, with rust spots and small holes, 
otherwise nearly fine.

$100
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2938*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/65 156366/7 
(R.46) consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2)

$2,500

2939 
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/38 712508 
(R.46). Crisp, tip off top left corner otherwise extremely 
fine.

$350

2940 
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/60 755330 
(R.46). Flattenned otherwise extremely fine.

$350

2941 
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/67 853218 
(R.46). Flattened otherwise extremely fine.

$350

2942 
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/52 289087 
(R.46). Good very fine/ nearly very fine.

$240

2943*
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/12 188426/7 (R.47) 
consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$2,500

2944 
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/1 309417 (R.47). 
Flattened nearly uncirculated. 

$350

2945 
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/22 112074 (R.47). 
Flattened otherwise good extremely fine. 

$300

2946 
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/23 966709 (R.47). 
Cleaned otherwise very fine.

$150

2947 
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/1 and S/2 prefixes (R.47) 
. Cleaned otherwise nearly very fine. (2)

$150

2948*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/42 895287/8 (R.48) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$3,000

2949*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/57 063447/8 (R.48) 
consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated and rare as such. 
(2)

$3,000

2950*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/29 612985 (R.48). 
Nearly uncirculated. 

$500

2951 
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/13 543203/4 (R.49) 
consecutive pair. Flattened, otherwise good extremely fine. 
(2) 

$300
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2952 
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/01, 45, 87; TB/40 
prefixes (R.49). Flattened otherwise very fine - nearly 
extremely fine. (4)

$120

2953*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/03 746513/4 (R.50) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$500

2954 
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/57 762667 (R.50). 
Uncirculated.

$400

2955 
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/91 479464 (R.50). 
Flattened but crisp nearly uncirculated.

$270

2956 
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/86 552649 (R.50). 
Cleaned and flattened some lettering from the back of 
another note on the front, extremely fine. 

$80

2957 
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/20, 29 and 33 
prefixes (R.50). Flattened otherwise very fine - nearly 
extremely fine. (3)

$120

2958 
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952); ten pounds, Coombs/
Watt (1949) and Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.48, 60, 63). Very 
good - good fine. (3)

$120

2959*
Ten pounds, Kell/Collins (1925) U/1 170886 (R.54). Two 
mm edge tear on right edge, many folds and creases, very 
good and rare. 

$5,000

2960*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) U/4 518038 (R.56). 
4mm tear lower margin, minor folds and creases very fine 
or better and very rare. 

$20,000

Ex Dr Alan Nicholson Collection.

2961*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 651866 (R.57). 
Nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.

$10,000

2962*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/6 119188/9 
(R.59) consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$6,500

2963*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/12 983127 
(R.59). Crisp, good extremely fine.

$2,000
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2964 
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/12 987512 
(R.59). Centrefold and vertical fold on right otherwise good 
very fine. 

$800

2965 
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/8 971442 (R.59). 
Flattened and cleaned otherwise very fine.

$600

2966 
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/10 091159, V/13 
244782, V/13 305221, V/14 475925, V/14 812326 (R.59). 
Creases, soiled, tears, last two with handwritten numbers 
in ink. Good - nearly fine. (5)

$600

2967 
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/10 751413, V/13 
172357, V/14 506753 (R.59). Very good - nearly fine. (3)

$350

2968*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/15 957233/4 (R.60) 
consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2) 

$7,000

2969 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/15 757702 (R.60). 
Slight staining on right margin otherwise very fine or 
better. 

$600

2970 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/21 483584 (R.60). 
Nearly very fine.

$300

2971 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/21 596703 (R.60). 
Nearly very fine.

$300

2972 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/21 488849 (R.60). 
Nearly very fine.

$300

2973 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/18 384575 (R.60). 
Good fine.

$250

2974 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/20 538864 (R.60). 
Good fine.

$250

2975 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/20 990782 (R.60). 
Good fine.

$250

2976 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/20 481727 (R.60). 
Good fine.

$250

2977 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/20 996811 (R.60). 
Fine.

$180

2978 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/21 481411 (R.60). 12 
mm tear right side bottom of note, otherwise fine.

$200

2979 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 207526, V/19 
037253, V/20 479947 (R.60). Notes soiled, creases and with 
tears, otherwise good - very good. (3)

$200

2980 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 046269, V/20 
478483, V/20 539286 (R.60). Very good. (3)

$200

2981 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949), V/16 591667, V/18 
547246, V/19 534776, V/19 816770 (R.60). Very good. 
(4)

$250

2982*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/03 827699/700 
(R.62) consecutive pair. Slightly toned, nearly uncirculated. 
(2) 

$1,500

2983 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA21 347828 (R.62). 
Flattened otherwise good extremely fine.

$500
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2984*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/11 327024 (R.62). 
Flattened good very fine. 

$600

2985 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/03 561266; WA/17 
406934 (R.62). Flattened otherwise good fine/ very good; 
very fine. (2)

$180

2986*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/59 694273/4 (R.63) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$2,000

2987 
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/58 794506 
(R.63). Slightest toning or handling otherwise crisp nearly 
uncirculated.

$450

WAR  RELATED  ISSUES

2988 
Commonwealth of Australia, Savings Certificate for one 
pound, 5B945203, date of issue 15 Dec 1948, maturity 
Dec 1953, atmped ‘C.B.C. of Sydney Ltd, Eastern Branch 
Melb’ (RWG1); one pound, A492004, date of issue Sept 
1946, payable September 1953, stamped ‘Albert Park Vic, 
12SE46 (RWF1a); one pound, A846837, date of issue Feb 
1947, payable Feb 1954, stamped ‘Albert Park Vic 6FE47’ 
(RWF1a). Nearly extremely fine - extremely fine. (3)

$100

2989*
Commonwealth of Australia, Savings Certificate for five 
pounds, A106252, date of issue 1 Feb 1947, payable 1 Feb 
1954, stamped ‘Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia, 
Sydney, 1 Feb 1947’ (RWF2a); ten pounds, 5A093575, 
date of issue 1 July, maturity 1 July 1952, stamp illegible 
(RWG3a). Extremely fine. (2)

$200

2990*
World War II, Internment Camp, Hay, N.S.W., Camp Seven 
Bank, sixpence, 1st March 1941, Mendel/Stahl, C 39337 
(unlisted in Bullus). Slight foxing, nearly extremely fine and 
rare in this condition.

$8,000
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STAR  NOTES

2991*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/94 56855* (R.16s). 
Flattened of fold with slight repair in bottom right margin, 
otherwise good very fine.

$5,000

2992*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/96 17671* (R17s) 
star replacement note with radar serial number. Nearly 
uncirculated and very rare as such.

$17,500

2993*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/51 09530* (R.17s). 
Choice, nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.

$15,000

2994*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/88 97805* (R.34bs). 
Good fine.

$1,000

2995*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TC/12 89666* (R.50s). 
Flattened of folds, four pinholes, one-two mm tears, one 
in top border, the other in left side border, otherwise very 
fine.

$4,000

2996*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAE 63796* (R.71s). 
Good very fine.

$750

2997*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAP 75963* (R.73s). 
Uncirculated.

$3,000
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2998*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAP 11666* (R.73s). 
Flattened of centrefold otherwise good extremely fine.

$1,500

2999*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAJ 90068* (R.73s). 
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly extremely fine.

$1,500
3000 
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAL 87034* (R.73s). 
Nearly very fine. 

$450

3001*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFC 80915* (R.81s). 
Nearly uncirculated.

$2,500

3002*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFF 58689* (R.81s). 
Flattened of centrefold otherwise good extremely fine.

$1,750

3003*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFS 19160* (R.83s). 
Nearly uncirculated.

$3,000

3004*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFQ 54673* (R.83s). 
Good extremely fine.

$2,250

3005*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNA 17092* (R.202s). 
Nearly extremely fine.

$3,500

3006*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 61575* (R.301s). 
Nearly uncirculated.

$1,750
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3007*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 43040* (R.301s). 
Good extremely fine.

$1,750

3008*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 951 35* (R.301s). 
Good extremely fine.

$1,750

3009*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 80783* (R.301s). 
Flattened of centrefold otherwise extremely fine.

$1,250

3010*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 55741* (R.301s). 
Nearly extremely fine.

$2,000

3011 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 18115* (R.301s). 
Flattened of vertical fold somewhat toned otherwise 
extremely fine/good very fine.

$750

3012 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 16092* (R.301s). 
Flattened, nearly very fine.

$500

3013*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSF 58451* (R.303s). 
Good extremely fine.

$2,000

3014*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 56391* 
(R.403s). Flattened of centrefold otherwise extremely fine 
and rare.

$8,500

3015*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 23460* 
(R.403s). Five mm tear at top centre, flattened of centrefold 
otherwise very fine or better and rare.

$1,500
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DECIMAL  ISSUES

3016*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAE 000001 (R.71) 
serial number one for the fifth prefix issued. Nearly 
uncirculated and rare as a serial no.1

$500

3017*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAT 000001 (R.81) 
serial number one for this prefix. Some handling otherwise 
crisp extremely fine and rare as a serial no 1.

$500

3018*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 145282 (R.71) first 
serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated.

$500

Lot 3019

3019*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 719686 (R.71) first 
serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated.

$500

3020 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 802875 (R.71) first 
serial prefix. Good very fine. 

$100

3021 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone 
(1982) all in consecutive pairs (R.71, 73-5, 76 a, b, c, 77, 
78). Uncirculated. (18) 

$500

3022 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982) 
(R.71, 73-6 consecutive pairs of each, 77 run of five, 78 DPS 
last serial prefix pair). Uncirculated. (15)

$150

3023 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Phillips/Wheeler (1974 
(RR71 (2), 72, 73 (3 singles and a pair) 74 (pair) 75 (run of 
4). Good extremely fine - uncirculated. (14)

$180

3024 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AFA 337 337 (repeating 
number groups) Johnston/Stone (1982) DNL/DNK 856995 
matching serial no’s (R.78). Also runs of R73 (10), R74(8), 
R75 (4 and 8), R78(10). Mostly uncirculated. (43)

$150

3025 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966)- Phillips/Wheeler 
(1972) (R.71 (2), 72, 73, 74 broken sequences of very fine 
- extremely fine BJQ, BKD (9), BKK, BKQ, BKT, BLQ (7 
including trio) BQE, also well circulated various prefixes 
(18). Fair - extremely fine. (44) 

$300

3026*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) AHV 901157/8 (R.72) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$700

3027 
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968). AGV 890347 (R.72). 
Trace of centrefold, virtually uncirculated. 

$400

3028 
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) AGQ 129376 (R.72). 
Flattened, nearly uncirculated.

$200
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3029 
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) BAD 477034-035 (R.73) 
consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (2)

$100

3030 
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) CTG 603392/401 (R.77) 
ten consecutive in Cruickshank Pty Ltd Adelaide folder. 
Uncirculated. (10)

$70

3031 
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) CYS 594759/860 (R.77). 
On original pack of one hundred consecutive notes. (no’s 
855, 858 not present). Uncirculated. (100) 

$400

3032 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DHT 552610/712 9R.78) 
on original pack of one hundred consecutive notes (632, 656, 
696 not present). Uncirculated. (100) 

$250

3033 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLQ 468896/926, 
947/966 (R.78) original part pack of fifty mostly consecutive 
notes. Nearly uncirculated. (50)

$100

3034 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ABA 628817, AAU 
106302 (R.71); twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) XEQ 
545735 - 736 (R.403) consecutive pair of notes; fifty dollars, 
Knight/Wheeler (1976) YCD 762845 (R.506b). Very fine 
- extremely fine. (5)

$100

3035 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to twenty dollars, 
Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.71, 73 (2), 74, 77(2), 78, 82, 
83, 86a, 87, 203, 204, 303, 304, 402). Also ten shillings 
R17 and training notes five to one hundred, and political 
skit notes (4). Fair - uncirculated. (26)

$300

3036 
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) to twenty dollars Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.73 (2)_, 747(2), 78(4), 81(15), 83, 84(3), 
87, 89(6), 204, 301, 303, 304(3), 401(4), 402(2), 403(2), 
404(2). Mostly well circulated. Very good - very fine. (44)

$300

3037 
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) to twenty dollars, 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (74(2), 77(2), 78(3), 81, 83, 88(2) 
202(2). 303(2), 304(2), 404). All circulated, very good - 
nearly extremely fine. (19)

$90

3038 
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) to ten dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.74, 77(2), 78 (13 including trio), 
R.214(2), 302-4). The first and last nearly extremely fine, 
others good extremely fine - uncirculated. (24)

$100

3039 
One dollar to fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.75, 
85, 205, 305, 405 and 505). Uncirculated. (6)

$500

3040 
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to fifty dollars (R.75 (2), 
77, 78 (7 including run of 5), 81, 85, 202 NAB, 207, 301, 
401, 505). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (17)

$300

3041 
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to two dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.75, 76a, c, 77 (21 including 15 
consecutive DEE) 78 (22 including 9 consecutive DPB) 87 
(15 consecutive) 88, 89(2)). Fair - uncirculated. (64) 

$80

3042 
One dollar to fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.76a, b, 
; 86a, b; 206a, b, c, 306a, b, 406a, b, 506a, b). Uncirculated. 
(14)

$1,200

3043 
One dollar to fifty dollars, (R.76a(2), 77, 78 (6 including 
pair and DPS pair), 89(3), 212 (pair), 310 (folder pair), 313 
(pair), 401 (pair), 515 (pair)). Mostly uncirculated. (22) 

$250

3044 
One dollar to fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R77, 87, 
207, 307a,; 407a, b; 507). Uncirculated. (8)

$500

3045 
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) to twenty dollars, Phillips/
Fraser (1989) (R.77 (pair), 78 (run of 10), R.81, 86a (trio), 
89 (2), 219(2), 301 (pair) 404 (almost consecutive pair), 
411). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (22) 

$250

3046 
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) to ten dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1991) (R.77(2), 78(7), 89(18), 203, 212(2), 214(2), 
310a, b(2), 313(3)) in pre-stamped envelopes album. Fine 
- uncirculated. (40)

$150

3047 
One dollar to one hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) 
(R78, 88, 208, 308, 408, 508, 608). Uncirculated. (7)

$400

3048 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to twenty dollars, Fraser 
/Evans(1994) (R.78 (run of five consecutive), 89 (run of 5), 
214 (single, pair, run of 10), 309 (run of 5), 310a (pair), 316 
(pair), 403, 416 (run of 15). Also ten shillings (R.15) and 
Fiji, one, two and five dollars (P.73-5a). Mostly uncirculated. 
(42)

$300

3049 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to ten dollars, MacFarlane/
Evans (1997) (R.78 runs of six and four and five singles, R.89 
2 singles, pair, and broken run of 28, R.213 run of six, 310 
folder, 310b pair, 318 trio). Nearly uncirculated. (59)

$170
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3050 
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) all in consecutive pairs, a complete set (R.81-9 
including all through 76). Uncirculated. (22)

$750

3051 
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.81-3, 84 pair, 85 pair, 86b, 86c pair, 87-9 pair of 
each). Nearly uncirculated. (16)

$370

3052 
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FBG 516163 - 165 , 
FFH 598247 - 249, FGL 981528 - 530, FBG 516227 - 230, 
FCA 698905 - 910. FDQ 850572 - 590 consecutive runs of 
three (3), four, six and nineteen notes, also seven single notes 
(R.81); Phillips/Randall (1968) FQH 917681 -686, FQY 
707240 consecutive run of six notes and a single (R.83). 
All notes with centre fold, very fine - nearly extremely fine. 
(52)

$150

3053 
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.83 pair and run of 3, 85, 86c run of 3, 89 runs of 
5 and 10). Nearly uncirculated. (24)

$200

3054 
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) - Johnston /Fraser 
(1985) (R.82(3), 83 (2), 84, 85(2), 86b (4 including pair) 
86C (2), 87, 88 (8 including pair) 89 (2)). Nearly extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (25)

$300

3055 
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) (3); Phillips/Randall 
(1968), includes a pair GAH 266021/2 (12); ten dollars 
Coombs/Wilson (1966), Phillips/Randall (1968), Phillips/
Wheeler (1972), Fraser/Johnston Polymer commemorative 
(1988) with date and without date (R.82, 83, 301, 303, 304, 
310). Very fine - extremely fine. (20) 

$200

3056 
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968), includes a pair FQQ 
108215/6 (R.82). Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (7) 

$120

3057 
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to fifty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.81, 84, 208 pair, 401 pair, 515 FSB last 
prefix (2)). Very fine - uncirculated. (10) 

$350

3058 
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) to twenty dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.86a pair, R213 two singles, pair 
and run of four, 214 three consecutive AA13, 401 XAT trio). 
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (16)

$200

3059 
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HQN 573596/600 
(R.86b); Five dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) NTV9717/24 
(R.206b), Fraser/Cole (1992) AA00280180/7 (R.214) 
first serial prefix. consecutive runs of five, eight and eight 
respectively. Uncirculated. (21)

$600

3060 
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) to twenty dollars, 
Phillips/Fraser (1989) all in consecutive pairs (R.88 KDA, 
KDE, KLH, KNY; R 209a, 212, 307a (2 pairs or run of 4) 
313, 409a, 411, 413). Uncirculated. (24)

$320

3061 
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LQG 875440-441 
(R.89) consecutive pair last prefix; five dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1991) QKY 389846-850 (R.213) consecutive run of five 
notes; twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.403 [6]), 
Fraser/Evans (1993) ADK 907260-261 (R.419) consecutive 
pair last prefix. Very fine - uncirculated. (15)

$400

3062 
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAT 033261-270 
consecutive run of ten notes (R.202). With centre folds, 
extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (10)

$200

3063 
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAT 619051 - 060 
consecutive run of ten notes (R.202). Centre fold, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated. (10)

$250

3064 
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to MacFarlane/Evans 
(1996 all in consecutive pairs (R.202-9b, 212-4, 216-8 
including serial varieties). Uncirculated. (36) 

$1,500

3065 
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Macfarlane/Evans 
(2001) (R.202(2), 203(2), 204(2), 205 pair, 206 a pair, 207-9 
pairs, 216 pair, 218 pair). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. 
(20)

$500

3066 
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (11969) to Macfarlane/Evans 
(1996) (R.203, 205(3), 206a, 208 single and pair, 216 EA 
93 last serial prefix, 217 EA 96 last prefix). Uncirculated. 
(11)

$200

3067 
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAT 182321 - 325 
consecutive run of five notes, NAF 797571, NAT 613188, 
NAU 864798 (R.202). With centre folds. Fine - extremely 
fine. (8)

$160

3068 
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1981) PNU 054839/938 
(R.209a) on original pack of one hundred consecutive notes. 
Uncirculated. (100)

$1,000

3069 
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) NGD 273934/8 (R.203) 
five consecutive ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) THY 
983510/9 (R.306a) ten consecutive; twenty dollars, Knight/
Stone (1979) VGU 436857/61 (R.407b) five consecutive . 
Uncirculated. (20)

$1,800
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3070 
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) to one hundred dollars, 
Fraser/Evans (1996) series of polymer notes (R.214 pair, 
217 pair normal bands, 219 pair, 310b,  316 pair, 416 pair, 
516, 616). Uncirculated. (13)

$320

3071 
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) AA 94005300; Ten dollars 
Fraser/Evans (1994) AA94005300 (McD.YF4), both with 
same serial numbers in official folders of issue. Uncirculated. 
(2) 

$100

3072 
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) BB98829017, 
(2001) JD01810141; ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans, (1998) 
GL98900726, Macfarlane/Henry (2002), AA02035758, 
AF02957648; twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry, (2002) 
AA02006632, KM02992443, KK02899004; fifty dollars, 
Macfarlane/Evans, (1998), AA98961546, DF99161190; One 
hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans, (1999), AA99914038, 
EG99788752, JK99970076. Crisp uncirculated. (R.218, 
219, 318, 319(2), 419(3), 518(2), 618(3)). (13) 

$600

3073 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Macfarlane/
Evans (1996) all in consecutive pairs, includes serial 
varieties (R.301, 303-9, 310a, 310b, 312, 313, 316, 318). 
Uncirculated. (34) 

$1,500

3074 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans (1993) 
(R.301(2), 302(2), 303(2), 304 (pair), 305(2), 306a (pair), 
306b (pair), 307a, 307b, 308(pair), 312 (pair), 316(pair)). 
Mostly uncirculated. (22)

$550

3075 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Wilson (1966) 
to Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.301 (trio & single), 302(6), 304, 
312 (trio), 316 AAQ3 first prefix, KE93 last prefix). The 
302’s very fine - extremely fine, others mostly uncirculated. 
(16)

$250

3076 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SCN 078891 - 900, SBG 
957761 - 768 consecutive runs of ten and eight notes (R.202). 
All with centre folds, fine - extremely fine. (18)

$250

3077 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAQ 125311 - 312, SBF 
142714 - 715, SKJ 583396 - 399 (R.301) consecutive pairs 
and a run of four notes (R.301). Very fine. (8)

$120

3078*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SER595430/1 (R.302) 
consecutive pair. Flattened, nearly uncirculated. (2) 

$500

3079 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 256615 (R.310b) 
first serial prefix. Uncirculated.

$250

3080*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative, 
AB 33 937974 (R.310a) last serial prefix. Uncirculated and 
rare.

$900

3081 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative, 
AB 33 960664 (R.310a) last serial prefix. Some handling 
otherwise nearly uncirculated.

$200

3082*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative, 
AB 33 937976 (R.310a) last serial prefix. Uncirculated and 
rare.

$900
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3083*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative, 
first printing last serial prefix consecutive pair AB 33 938 
137/8 (R.310a). Virtually uncirculated. (2)

$1,800

3084 
Ten and twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAD 768087 
(R.301), XAV 481388 (R.401); twenty dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1974) (R.405) (2). The first good extremely fine 
others very fine - nearly extremely fine. (4)

$150

3085 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), XAA 313637 
(R.401) first serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated. 

$350

3086 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAN 913191/200 
(R.401) ten consecutive notes. Virtually uncirculated. (10)

$450

3087 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to MacFarlane/
Evans (1997) all in consecutive pairs, includes serial varieties 
(R.401, 403-9a, 411-15 (AAA) 416, 418). Uncirculated. 
(34) 

$3,000

3088 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Knight/Stone 
(1979) (R.401 XAA first prefix, 402 (2), 403, 405, 406a 
(two pairs) 407a). Very good - uncirculated. (9)

$250

3089*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR173582 
(R.402). Good extremely fine. 

$2,500

3090*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 902265 
9R.402). Good extremely fine. 

$2,500

3091*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 677217 
(R.402). Soft at centrefold bend otherwise crisp and original 
good extremely fine and rare in this condition.

$2,000

3092 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 77388; XBR 
303344; XBS 187475 (R.402) set of three different prefixes. 
Nearly extremely fine - extremely fine. (3)

$2,400

3093 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 527501; XBQ 
447690; XBQ 252059. Nearly extremely fine; good very 
fine; good very fine. (3) 

$1,800

3094 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 188681 
(R.402). Flattened otherwise good very fine. 

$750

3095 
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (403, 404, 405, 
406a, 407b, 411, 412, 415 AAA prefix pair). The 404 
extremely fine, others uncirculated. (10) 

$650

3096 
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XTS930690/3 
(R.406b) four consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (4)

$700
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3097*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) Gothic serials, EKQ 
070080/1 (R.409b) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$1,000

3098 
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ESS 162414-415 
(R.409a); Phillips/Fraser (1989) EXG 120951-953 (R.411); 
Fraser/Higgins (1990) RGE 566410-411, RGS 606002-003, 
RFR 507974-975, RJZ 768716-717 (R.412), also four single 
notes. Very fine - uncirculated. (17)

$400

3099 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413) with consecutive 
pairs (3), consecutive runs of three (2), four, five, six, also 
five single notes. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (32)

$750

3100 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ADK 618784/922 
(R.415) a pack of one hundred notes in series of last serial 
prefix. Uncirculated. (100) 

$5,000

3101*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 026299 (R.505) 
first serial prefix. Flattened otherwise extremely fine. 

$450

3102 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 070893 (R.505) 
first serial prefix. Tiny tear bottom left otherwise very fine. 

$100

3103 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to MacFarlane/Evans 
(1997) all in consecutive pairs including serial varieties 
(R.505-9a, 511-3, 515, 516, 518 (AA97). Uncirculated. 
(24)

$2,500

3104 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Fraser/Higgins 
(1990) (R.505 (2), 506a, b, 507 YFQ 302302 repeating 
number group, 508, 509a, 511). Nearly uncirculated - 
uncirculated. (8)

$750

3105 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Knight/Wheeler 
(1976) (R.505 (3, two are YAA first prefix and very god 
- fine with edge tears) 506a, 506b(3)). Very good - nearly 
uncirculated. (7)

$500

3106 
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) YCQ 994241/9 
(R.506b) nine consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (9)

$1,200

3107*
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB serials, YVU 
983721/2 (R.509b) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2) 

$600

3108 
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YXA 915083/4 
(R.509b) consecutive pair of OCRB serials. Uncirculated.. 
(2)

$450

3109 
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YVD 422839/42 
(R.509b) OCRB serials, four consecutive notes. Uncirculated. 
(4)

$600

3110 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) FAB 477585/8 (R.515) 
four consecutive last serial prefixes. Uncirculated. (4) 

$400

3111 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) FAB 478457/62; 542275/
84 (R.515) runs of six and ten consecutive last serial prefix 
notes. Crisp flat uncirculated. (16)

$1,200

3112 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) YYH 699809/10 (R.511) 
consecutive pair; One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) 
ZJN 741743/4 (R613) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (4)

$370

3113 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 473487 
(R.608) first serial prefix. Uncirculated.

$350
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3114 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAC 075209 
(R.608). Uncirculated. 

$120

3115 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAJ 077473/5 
(R.608) four consecutive notes. Crisp flat uncirculated. (4)

$400

3116 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAV062413/22 
(R.608). Crisp flat uncirculated. (10) 

$1,200

3117 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) to Fraser/Evans 
(1996) all in consecutive pairs (R.608, 609, 612, 613, 616). 
Uncirculated. (10)

$1,500

3118 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZJZ pair and single. 
Uncirculated. (3) 

$350

3119 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZLD 189701/3 
(R.613) three consecutive last serial prefix notes. Uncirculated. 
(3) 

$450

3120 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) to MacFarlane/
Evans (1999) (R.513 (four consecutive), 516 FK/FJ 
96404040 same number pair, 618 JK99988049/52 four 
consecutive last prefix. Some toning on first two otherwise 
uncirculated. (10)

$1,250

ERROR  NOTES

3121 
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HNF 200348/100348 
and 200315/100315 mismatched serials (R.86a). Stained or 
dirty otherwise good fine and rare. (2)

$150

3122 
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) fade out of ink on back 
QDG 028531 and QDJ 028542, red felt pen marked on front 
to indicate print too close to border QJG 910670, plus two 
normal notes (R.212). Uncirculated. (5)

$150

3123 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) YZR 157225 9R.512) 
paper obstruction during intaglio phase on O of top right 
corner on the front. Nearly uncirculated and rare. 

$200

3124 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) RSU 326273 (R.413) 
registration shift on back. Good fine. 

$100

part

3125*
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) AA 94009411, AA 
94009412, black serials; ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) 
AA 94009411, AA 94009411, black serials, collector folders. 
Note both ten dollars with identical serials and as such are 
extremely rare. Uncirculated. (4)

$1,250

COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES

3126 
Twenty Fifth Anniversary of Decimal Currency, (1991) 
set of matched first and last serial prefixes for decimal and 
pre-decimal issues, four denominations of each in Reserve 
Bank of Australia presentation album and slip case, serials 
end 444. Uncirculated. (8)

$6,000

3127 
Twenty fifth Anniversary of Decimal Currency, (1991) set 
of matching serials of first and last prefixes for the four 
denominations of decimal and pre decimal notes all ending 
205, in Reserve Bank presentation album in slip case. 
Uncirculated. (8) 

$6,000

3128 
Triple Anniversary set, (1994) set of three denominations, 
five fifty and one hundred dollars, NAA, YAA and ZAA 
000105, in Reserve Bank presentation album and slip case. 
Uncirculated. (3)

$2,500

3129 
Triple Anniversary set,(1994) of first serial prefixes of five, 
fifty and one hundred dollars, all ending 444 (to match 25th 
anniversary set) in presentation album and slip case of issue 
by the Reserve Bank of Australia. Uncirculated. (3)

$2,500

3130 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, Final Impressions Presentation 
pack of the last one and two dollar notes (1967-1991). Last 
and First album (1995) by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand. 
“A Noteworthy Collection of Banknotes” with matching 
serials ending 890, in presentation album. Uncirculated, the 
second one of only 200. (2)

$500
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3131 
Circulating Polymer notes 1996, in NPA presentation album, 
Fraser/Evans on all. Uncirculated. (5) 

$600

3132 
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin and Banknote Collection 
1988; five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.213) uncut pairs 
(2) in folders. Uncirculated - FDC. (3)

$100

3133 
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) commemorative folders 
of this last issue from Reserve Bank in envelopes, each folder 
with venue printed, Coin Fairs Hobart 5/91, Melbourne 7/91, 
Sydney 11/91, Adelaide 9/92, Brisbane 5/93, Perth 8/94, 
Banknote Fairs 3/91, 7/91, 7/92 plus general issue, IBNS one 
dollar card, five dollar card, two dollar card, five dollar card 
11/94. N.S.W. Treasury souvenir 2/90. Uncirculated. (15)

$100

3134 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemoratives 
in folders (R.310) three consecutive; Two dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) last issue folder. Also circulated notes (R.78(6), 
89(3)). Fair - uncirculated. (13)

$60

3135 
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1993) two note 
folder (2), No. 428 and 429; five dollars, MacFarlane/Evans 
(1996) red serials, pane of ten stamps No.550. Uncirculated. 
(3)

$120

3136 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) 80th anniversary 
overprint red serials M 004781/4 (McD 1d) four consecutive. 
Uncirculated. (4)

$200

3137 
Ten dollars, coin and stamp folder, (1993) (eminent women), 
“first and last folder”, two notes, first day of issue 1st 
November 1993(2); similar five dollars, first day of issue of 
first and last notes, issued 7th July 1992(2). Uncirculated. 
(5 folders, 9 notes).   

$100

3138 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) uncut sheet of 24 Fraser/
Cole (1991) uncut block of 4. In posting tube and folder, 
uncirculated. (2) 

$800

3139 
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut vertical pair lower 
right corner. Also stamps, complete pane, CTO of Christmas 
1971 issue on white paper. (2) 

$50

3140 
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut block of four notes, 
MFG-MGG 600319, Melbourne N.A.A. Coin Fair July 
1991. Uncirculated. (4)

$200

3141 
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut block of four notes 
(2), Melbourne N.A.A. Coin Fair; five dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1992) horizontal pair, Melbourne N.A.A. Coin Fair. 
Uncirculated. (3)

$150

3142 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) uncut pairs (6) red 
serials, Melbourne N.A.A. Coin Fair July 1991, single note 
M002571 red serials, in folder. Uncirculated. (7)

$350

3143 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) uncut vertical pairs (4); 
uncut block of four (2), all in folders. Uncirculated. (6)

$900

3144 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1995) uncut pair E 
000123, F 000123, red serials, in a folder. Uncirculated.

$250


